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With the LHC High Luminosity upgrade the workload and data management systems are facing new major
challenges. To address those challenges ATLAS andGoogle agreed to cooperate on a project to connect Google
Cloud Storage and Compute Engine to the ATLAS computing environment. The idea is to allow ATLAS to
explore the use of different computing models, to allow ATLAS user analysis to benefit from the Google
infrastructure, and to give Google real science use cases to improve their cloud platform. Making the output
of a distributed analysis from the grid quickly available to the analyst is a difficult problem. Redirecting the
analysis output to Google Cloud Storage can provide an alternative, faster solution for the analyst. First,
Google’s Cloud Storage will be connected to the ATLAS Data Management System Rucio. The second part
aims to let jobs run on Google Compute Engine, accessing data from either ATLAS storage or Google Cloud
Storage. The third part involves Google implementing a global redirection between their regions to expose
Google Cloud Storage as a single global entity. The last part will deal with the economic model necessary
for sustainable cloud resource usage, including Google Cloud Storage costs, network costs, and peering costs
with ESnet.
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